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ABSTRACT 

Five processes were studied to determine ̂ lich could give best results 
for supplying hydrocarbon fuels to replace petroleum products. The 
processes were: Fischer-Tropsch," M-Gasoline? H-Coali Exxon Donor Solvent; 
and Solvent Refined Coal. 

The conlcusions of the study are that all of the processes are considered 
cotmercially feasible and, because the different products frcm the differ
ent processes will rteet different market demands, any significant future 
liquids frcm coal itBrket will probably use sate of each of these processes. 

The anticipated conversion efficiency values are given to indicate resource 
utilization. 

Siitplified capital costs are approximated for each process. These are used 
in cottoination with product amounts and relative values to achieve a cost 
ranking. 

Because the study was concerned solely with liquid products, Fischer-Tropsch 
was at a disadvantage. The remaining four were relatively close and a final 
decision would depend upon the actual end use requirements. For a situation 
with residual fuels selling at severe discounts, M-Gasoline and H-Coal (Syn-
crude IVbde) were the better choices. 
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Summary 

Five processes for the conversion of coal to liquid fuels were reviewed 

and coipared frcm technical and econonic viewpoints. The processes 

studied were: 

1. Fischer-Tropsch 

2. M-Gasoline 

3. H-Coal 

4. Exxon Donor Solvent 

5. Solvent Refined Coal 

The technical review supports the belief that any of the processes can 

be made to operate on a ccranercial scale. 

To arrive at an objective econcmic ccnparison, a single criterion cost 

index was defined and used. The cost index reflects plant investment, 

feed, labor and utility costs and particular values considered realistic 

for each of the products produced. To cotplete the ccanparison, it was 

necessary to estimate a capital investment requirement for each process. 

For cost ranking piicposes, a simplified bare plant estinate was adequate 

as all plant costs were priced on a basis of same coal feed rate. The 

need for contingencies and future price forecasting was avoided. Where 

process developntent was consideied inadequate, scne cost contingency 

was included. The resulting cost index has comparative value only and 

thus is not a price prediction. 

The five processes differ significantly in the mix of products made. 

Fischer-Tropsch gives a wide range of hydrocarbDns including many alco

hols and other oxygen bearing materials. H-Coal gives heavy and light 

hydrocarton fractions still deficient in hydrogen and requiring further 

treatment if used for any purpose other than boiler fuel. This is also 

true for Exxon Donor Solvent, which produces an additional marketable 

LPG product. The naphtha produced by SRC is pcx̂ rer quality than H-Coal and 

EDS. M-Gasoline prcxJuces two products, LPG and high quality gasoline. 
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A sirtplified energy conversion efficiency based on major products only 

is calculated and shown. This value gives an indication of the airount 

of original resource converted to usable product. 

If liquid fuels are the only desired products, the relatively ineffi

cient energy conversion and relatively high product cost would exclude 

the Fischer-Tropsch process frcm consideration. However, if credit is 

allowed for the gas products, the proven technology and absence of sul

fur and nitrogen in the products bring the F-T process into cciinpetition. 

H-Coal, Exxon Donor Solvent and the Solvent Refined Coal processes are 

coiparable and all give useful liquid hydrocarbon fuels. The particular 

needs of the market will be the strongest factor to determine the best 

future process choices. If gasoline is the desired product, the M-Gaso

line process offers strong technical and cost advantages coipared to the 

other coal liquefaction processes. 
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0 Introduction 

This study was made to provide an assessnent of coal liquefaction proces

ses for R&D planning purposes. Any assesatoit must recognize the differ

ing needs and values for the several different kinds of fuels. Ecxae heat

ing oil and gasoline sell for a premitm coipared to industrial fuel. 

The prQnfdum is even greater on an energy ($/Btu) basis than on a volumetric 

($/BBL) basis. The anraunt of the premium has changed considerably during 

the past decade. This study us«i a criterion capable of reflecting differ

ent product values. Product values frcm 1978 and 1970 were used to show 

the effect for a period v*ien industxial fuels are in excess supply. The 

cost index, which is the econonic criterion used, is an effective weighted 

cost of product frcm each process. 

Coiparisons for the five designated processes were done on both techni

cal and econonic bases. The technical evaluation was for the purpose of 

anticipating future prc±)lQiis prior to use in a cotsî rcial plant. The eco

ncmic cotparison was done to determine v^ich processes would be corpetitive 

for si:pplying future energy needs for the USA. 

The processes stxidied include: 

1. Fischer-Itopsch (F-T) 

2. M-Gasoline (M) 

3. H-Coal a. (H-Syn) Syncrude mode 

b. (H-FO) Fuel Oil mode 

4. Ex}«>n Donor Solvent (EDS) 

5. Solvent Refined Coal a. (SIC - I) solid product 

b. (SRC - II) liquid 

Iliese processes are in various stages of develcpnent. They also have dif

fering amounts and quality of hydrocarbon products. 

0 Technical Cotparison 

2.1 Process Descriptions 

There are many descriptions by others for the processes studied. A 
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recent survey which includes descriptions, scsae assessment and history 

is the Gilbert/Conmonwealth study. 

Very briefly, key features of the processes studied are: 

1. The Fischer-Tropsch process begins with cotplete gasification 

of the coal. Fixed bed cat3.1ytic reactors cause reaction of 

the CO-H„ feed gas to form a wide spectrum of hydrocarbon and 

oxygenated hydrocarbon products. 

2. The M-Gasoline process uses fixed catalyst beds to convert 

methanol into a premium quality itotor gasoline. A small 

stream of LPG is produced. Producing itethanol fron a CO-H2 

mixture obtained by coal gasification is proven ccitiitercial 

technology. 

3. For the H-Coal process, dry finely ground coal in oil and hy

drogen are fed into an ebullated bed catalytic reactor. In 

an ebullated bed, the solid catalyst remains in a relatively 

fixed position while fluids and fine particles bubble and flow 

upward through the solid. The pressure-tenperature severity 

may be varied to favor production of either syncrude or fuel 

oil with a low quality naphtha produced in either rtcde. The 

effluent frcm the reactor is separated frcm entrained solids 

and the fluid portion then separated into liquid products. 

4. The Exxon Donor Solvent process avoids contacting the coal 

with solid catalyst by using a special coal-oil base solvent 

to dissolve the coal and contribute hydrogen to increase the 

hydrogen-to-carbon ratio for the effluent products. The re

cycled solvent is re-hydrogenated on a continuous basis. Exxon 

has included Flexicoking in their proprietary process to con

vert the heavy residual type materials to more desirable products 
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5. The Solvent Refined Coal process is quite similar to EDS 

except for the particular solvent used. The hydrogen is 

injected into the solvent as a gaseous phase rather than 

being in chemically ccmbined form as with the EDS liquid. 

SRC can be operated in a liquid or solid product mode. 

The solid mode, SRC-I, requires solids separation which has en

countered problems in the development stage. Scale-up of 

this step may pose problems. Adding recycle and increased 

hydrogenation to achieve more severe conversion gives lighter 

products for SRC-II. The bottoms containing solids and min

erals are sent to a gasifier to make the hydrogen required 

for the process. This seems to effectively shift a diffi

cult operation frcm the main process to the gasifier system 

where it can be handled. 

Feed Requirements 

All five of the processes covered can accept all cotiraon types of coal. 

Caking coals do not require pretreatment. There will be differences 

in product rate and quality frcm different source coals. Feed systems 

are sirtplest for F-T and M-Gasoline as the coal is gasified. The re

maining three processes require fired oil-coal slurry preheaters which 

can give operating problans. H-Coal requires a dried coal. While all 

kinds of coal have not actually been run in every process, no process 

restrictions as to coal source are expected. 

Reactor Systans 

Since most other unit operations within each of the plants use proven 

technology, only the reactors are unique. For the processes examined, 

the H-Coal reactor system has the greatest technical uncertainty. This 

reactor is a nechanically sophisticated design which has not yet been 

proven in large scale continuous coal slurry service. The M-Gasoline, 

SRC and EDS processes are also unproven in large scale service, but their 

reactor systems use a siitpler tedhnology. 



Prcducts 

The most ccmplex of the product mixes is Fischer-Tropsch as it makes 

a wide range of products, many of which are undesirable for fuel. If 

several large scale coal conversion plants were built using the F-T 

process the output of certain chemicals Msuld be many times the world 

consurtption for these materials. Thus, the only practical choice would 

be to bum seme of these hydrocarbons as low value boiler fuel. This 

is the approach used in our econcmic ccnparison. In a real market, 

many of the materials are valuable specialty feed stocks which could 

displace present ccttpounds frcm petroleum sources. The M-Gasoline pro

cess has the most valuable product, assuming itxstor gasoline will continue 

as a desirable cotiiKdity. There are no residual materials produced by 

this plant yiich cause disposal problens. 

The EDS, SRC and H-Coal processes give relatively high artraunts of desir

able fuel products and for this reason are attractive with the econcmic 

criteria used. 

Probability of Cotnercial Success 

With regard to ccmmercial operation, the F-T process is the itost proven 

as cotplete plants have been built ard Sasol is operating full scale. 

The source infontation for this study was prepared by Pullitan-Kellogg, 

the original contractor for the Sasol plant. 

It is felt that all five processes discussei have a good probability 

of producing the quality and quantity of products claimed. The pro

cess with the greatest overall risk of the five considered is H-Coal, 

partly for the reasons covered under the Reactor section above. Para

doxically, the use of catalyst in a controllable reactor could give 

H~Coal an edge over SIC and EDS with regard to modulating product slate. 

A nore serious problon exists with the liquid-solid separation required. 

This has not yet been dotonstratod to be satisfactory technology for a 



ccmitercial operation. Critical solvent deashing could well be the 

answer to eliminate the need for cumbersotie filters. 

After F-T, the process with minimum risk frcm inadequate development 

and corrosion is M-Gasoline. Most of the steps involved are already 

ccmmercial technology. This process also has the advantage of re

quiring relatively mild pressure ard tenperature conditions. 

The time required to build a coimercial size plant for any of the pro

cesses is in the order of five years. This assumes a concerted effort 

for early cotpletion. Even the F-T process which has been demonstrated 

cotmercially could easily require this length of time. Pullman-Kellogg, 

the original designer-contractor, has indicated they would use an im

proved process design. An expansion for the Sasol plant is now being 

designed by Fluor. 

The considerable amount of work already done by many different groups 

precludes high expectations for major technical breakthrough. Soie 

significant iitproveiTent could occur in gasifier systaiis or methanol 

production. Gasifiers would help Fischer-Tropsch, both would benefit 

M-Gasoline. Developstent work continues on F-T catalysts. These would 

give iirproved product selectivity rather than greater thermal efficiency. 

It is doubtful that a truly significant increase in overall process 

thermal efficiency will occur for any of the five processes in the com

ing decade. 

All sources used are included in a bibliography in the back of this 

report. Questions concerning consistency exist with respect to the 

proprietary reaction sections for each of the processes. A suitmary 

of other technical details is given below. 

Fischer-Tropsch 

It must be recognized that, in this study, many of the diverse pro

ducts produced by F-T were considered to have no market except as 
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fuel. The itethanol and ethanol products were converted to M-Gasoline 

and blended with the remainder of the gasoline product. This blended 

gasoline was still a low octane and assigned an appropriate product 

value factor. 

The total products frcm the plant were increased to reflect use of a 

Texaco Partial Oxidation gasifier. Values for this correction came 

frcm a recent EPRI study. The F-T process gives about 35 wt% of the 

total hydrocarbon output as medium-heating-value fuel gas which re

ceived no credit in the product efficiency or cost index calculation 

of this liquid fuels study. For a more fundamental analysis, this gas 

would be sold or used to generate electric power and contribute to 

better product cost and efficiency. Solid-liquid separation problems 

are avoided in this process as the coal feed is all gasified. 

M-Gasoline 

Over three quarters of the plant cost is associated with coal conver

sion and generation of methanol. This is proven technology. The 

Texaco gasifier appears to be the best current choice and was used in 

this study. Except for the conversion of methanol to M-Gasoline, all 

process steps may be considered ccmmercial. There is an absence of 

undesirable by-products frcm this process. Studies, so far, have been 

based upon fixed bed reactors. 

This process has no materials-of-construction problete. Solid-liquid 

separation problems are avoided in this process as the coal feed is 

all gasified. 

The amount of durene, a gum-forming material, fonted by this process 

could be a disadvantage. Mobil has indicated they can control the frac

tion of this coipound. 

H-Coal 

The ebullated bed reactor has certain operating advantages, including 

reduced possibility of plugging and ease of maintaining catalyst activity. 
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The mode of operation can be varied to produce maximum fuel oil or 

syncrude. There is no limitation on the type of coal which may be 

used as a feed. Operation of the fired preheater varies with coal 

type and iitproved techniques are expected to develop with operating 

experience. 

The products frcm this process have a high nitrogen content, which 

make further refining expensive and difficult. There is difficulty 

separating solids from the heavy oil orcduct. 

The low H/C ratio of products requires further hydrogenation and re

forming . 

There is a stxong indication that the heavy oil product frcm this 

process is inccmpatible with petroleum fuel oil. 

Exxon Donor Solvent 

While the process has not yet been demonstrated on a large scale, the 

unit operations involved are fully developed. No significant equip-

nent development is required. Scne corrosion problems have not yet 

been solval. There is a potential problem with calcium carbonate de

position in the reactor. The slurry preheater problem is the same 

as with H-Coal. 

The undesirable heavy bottoms materials resulting from the basic pro

cess are treated within Flexicoking units to give only usable products 

frcm the integratal plant. Questions involving solvent self-sufficiency 

still exist. The fuel oil product frcm this process has a low gravity 

and a high nitrogen content. It is incotpatible with petroleum-derived 

fuel oil. 

Solvent Refined Coal 

The SRC main product is industrial boiler fuel which can rteet existing 

pollution standards. If a proposal 90% sulfur renwval requirotent is 

enacted, the SRC process has problems. It is difficult to rair>ve 90% 

of the sulfur frcm low sulfur coals. This can be achieved with high (4%+) 

sulfur coals, 
- 9 -



Successful operation of a 50 ton/day pilot plant gives good assurance 

that a ccmrrercial size plant is feasible new. There do not appear to 

be any serious material~of-construction problems with this process. 

The slurry preheater problem is the sane as with H-Coal. 

3.0 Econcmic Cotparison 

The rtethcd developed for the econcmic cotparison portion o:̂  this study 

involves a single econcmic criterion, naited here the cost index. 

The cost index is an incotplete hypothetical average product cost. It 

is based on the fact that selling prices will reflect desirability for 

the prcduct in the marketplace and that a product can be upgraded with 

added processing and investrtent. Because of the many real costs not 

included in the ccnputation of the cost index, it does not indicate a 

real world cost. Excluded costs, such as taxes ard profit are not 

necessary for the purpose of ranking the processes. Taxes, interest 

rates, future inflation and price regulations will be rtajor determin

ants for all liquid fuel prices. 

In addition to value and aitraunt of product produced, the cost index 

includes the effect of plant operating cost, including cost for capital. 

Thus it will te seen that both product efficiency and investment costs 

are reflected in the cost index. The results of any particular cotpari

son will deperd directly upon the values used for capital recovery and 

product value factors. This index also allows costs such as labor, 

chemical and utility requiratents to be included, A detailed definition 

of the cost index is given in Appendix A together with a saitple calcula

tion. 

3.1 Product Value 

Ratios tetween product value factors do not remain constant with time. 

Table I shews the product value factors which were used to calculate the 

cost indices, ese prcduct value factors are ratios of market price for 
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the particular prcduct relative to premiun gasoline. Two different time 

frartes were chosen to anticipate a future period vdiich may repeat the 

past when residual fuels were a glut on the market. It is felt that this 

situation could occur again. If many large plants are converted to burn

ing coal directly and many additional plants are converting coal to hydro

carbon prcducts, there will be an abundance of residual type fuels. The 

two time frames used are 1978 and 1970. It will be noted that the product 

value factors are noticeably different for these situations. 

Product 

No. 6 Fuel Oil 

SRC-I solid 

No, 2 Fuel Oil 

Table I - Product Value Factors 

1978 $/BBL 

12.30 = B 

14.90 = C 

Value Factor, f-, 
1978 1970 

.70 (=B/A) 

.63 

.85 (=C/A) 

,44 

,40 

.71 

Naphtha: H-Coal 

EDS 

SRC 

.89 

,88 

.85 

.79 

,78 

.71 

LPG 

Regular Gasoline 

F-T Gasoline 

12.12 

16.30 

.69 

.93 

.90 

.43 

.87 

.84 

Premium Gasoline 17.50 = A 1.0 1.0 

Notes: 1) H-Syncrude equivalent to No. 2 Fuel Oil 

2) SIC & EDS Fuel Oil are No. 6 Fuel 

3) 1970 Pronivm Gasoline Price is 6.25 $/BBL 

4) Market prices frcm the Oil & Gas Journal - Midwest 

5) Identifiers used in this report: 

F-T = Fischer-Tropsch 

M = M-Gasoline 

H-Syn = H-Coal-Syncrude mode 

H-FO = H-Coal-Fuel Oil mode 

EDS = Exxon Donor Solvent 

SIC = Solvent Refined Coal 
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Capital Cost 

The plant capital investrtent is an irtportant part of the input to cal

culate cost indej?. Published cost estimates were studied for each 

process. Because the best capital estimates came frcm five different 

sources, and slightly different titte fraxtes, corrections were made. 

As a check, outside sources were contacts for current cost information 

on items such as tonnage ojQ̂ gen plants and itethanol units. It is felt 

that the costs used are on a reasonably consistent basis for the five 

processes studied. Lack of detail in available studies leaves uncer

tainty that all plants are completely consistent with respect to engin

eering standards. 

All of the processes anticipate sate use of cotitercial technology on a 

scale exceeding anything existing. Scale-up progress in areas such as 

air plants, hydrogen generation, fluid bed reactors, etc^ will give bet

ter costs than those used to date. This type of development affects cost 

only and not process conversion efficiency. 

The capital costs assembled for use in calculating cost index were pur

posely kept simple. By rasing the sane coal feed rate to all five hypo

thetical plants, ordinary auxiliaries and off-sites may be considered 

essentially the same. The effects of future inflation should also be 

the sane for all. Taxation and need for profit and other capital-re

lated charges are considered to have the same effects for all processes. 

Including these itaits would not further the purposes of this study. 

The basis for plant capital estimates is as follcws: 

a) Feed rate of 25,000 dry tons/stream day of Illinois No. 6 coal. 

b) No contingencies were included except for processes where un
certainty indicated costs might increase in the futtire because 
of insufficient cotitercial development at this st::age. 

c) Cost shewn as First Quarter 1978 $ with plant at a Gulf Coast 
location. 

d) No off-site or storage charges are included. 

e) No working capital is included. 

f) 90% on-stream factor-
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Table 2 shows major on-site capital investment for each process for the 

basis described above. Process coitingency was included in the reactor 

secticm only and this is only inclided for the H-Coal process where the 

contractors' contingency value was left in. The totals shown were used 

to calculate the cost indices shown in Table 4. 

TABLE 2 - PIAOT CAPITAL 

Major Qi-Site Plant Cost in Millions of 1978 $ 

Category 

Coal preparaticsi 

H„ or gasificaticn 

0, plant 

F-T 

63 

228 

117 

M 

63 

228 

175 

(T/D) (11,070)(21,000) 

Gas shift 

Acid gas & 

Sulfur plants 

Reactor section 

Conversion 

* Gas plant 

Flexicoker 

Pollution systans 

Solvent Hydro, or 

catalyst prep. 

-

57 

55 

100 

25 

-

40 

3 

40 

57 

106 

75 

10 

-

40 

"" 

H-Syn 

84 

158 

87 

(7,200) 

35 

57 

210 

-

25 

-

40 

"" 

•PWCESS 

H-K) 

84 

138 

67 

(5,400) 

30 

57 

140 

-

30 

-

40 

~-

EDS 

63 

190 
_ 

-

-

60 

180 
-

-

160 

44 

82 

SRC-I 

63 

152 

84 

(6,800) 

-

60 

160 

-

177 

-

44 

— 

SRC-II 

63 

253 

129 

(13,000) 

-

60 

195 
-

30 

-

44 

— 

688 794 696 586 779 740 774 

*M includes HF Alkylation? EDS solvCT.t system in Flexicoker; SRC inclid.es filtration 
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3.3 Cost Ccnparison 

To cotplete the required input for calculation of cost index value for 

each of the five processes, coal and labor values were assumed. A de

livered coal price of 15 $/dry ton was tised. it is not apparent at this 

stage that there would be any noticeable difference in the labor required 

for the five processes. The same labor cost of 7.6 million $/year was 

used for all plants. 

Electric power is exported by the plant designed for H-Coal by Fluor and 

purchased by the EDS and F-T plants. The others are self-sufficient. Elec

tric power rates are shown in Table 3. A purchase price of 2<:/KWH was 

used. A credit of 1<:/KWH was given to H-Coal to reflect that no capitel 

was included to generate the posner. More engineering detail is required 

for all plants to be certein there is prime never and power use consistency. 

Table 3 shows the products produced by each of the plants. The aneimt of 

frorther treatment required for the naphthas is reflectai in the prcduct 

value factor assigned and shown in Table 1. 
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TABLE 3 

• Process 

Prcducts & Power Requirenent 

Prcducts in BPSD Electric Power 
in MW 

F-T 

19,600 gasoline 

20,300 LPG 

1,300 No, 2 fuel oil 

2,100 No. 6 fuel oil 

40 

M-Gasoline 47,800 Premium gasoline 

5,700 LPG 

H-Syn 24,700 Naphtha 

36,400 Syncrude 

(-81,6) 

H-FO 15,500 Naphtha 

51,300 No. 6 fuel oil 

(-4) 

EDS 

27,500 Naphtha 

10,700 LPG 

37,200 No. 6 fuel oil 

135 

SRC - I 13,000 Naphtha 

64,400 Solid (equivalent) 

SRC - II 13,000 Naphtha 

6,400 No, 2 fuel oil 

52,900 No, 6 fuel oil 

BPSD = Barrels per stream day (SIC-I equivalent based on 6,2 million Btu/BBL) 

MW = Megawatts (negative value indicates export) 
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The costs described above were used to calculate a Cost Index for 

each case. These are shown for the two time frames in Table 4. 

As explained earlier, the second tine frarte was chosen to show a 

possible future time when residual fuels are again in excess supply 

as they were in 1970. 

Table 4 also shows a value for prcduct conversion efficiency. This 

is defined as the energy value of all liquid prcducts divided by 

the energy input of coal and required electric power. This value 

reflects the energy lost in converting the coal to nere desirable 

liquid prcducts. Conventional process thermal efficiency will be a 

higher value for all processes as every process input and output is 

accounted for rigorously. The simpler prcduct efficiency concept 

used here gives no credit for by-products such as sulfur and aimionia. 

It also does not account for all process heat. 

TABLE 4 - PROCESS CCMPARISOS! 

Process 

F-T 

M-Gasoline 

H-Syn 

H-FO 

Liquid Products 

Efficiency 

32 

44 

56 

66 

65 

70 

77 

Cost 

1978 

20.5 

14,0 

12.6 

12.9 

13.6 

13.6 

13.7 

Index 

1970 

26.0 

14.5 

14.7 

18.4 

18.5 

20,1 

20,4 

EDS 

SRC-I 

SRC - II 
* * 

* SRC - I solid treated as a liquid for this purpose. 

** SIC Prcduct date is less proven than itost of the others shown. 
Efficiency value shown may be high and cost index low. 
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4.0 Conclusions 

The conclusion shown by the cost indexes is that the F-T process has 

a severe disadvantege if considered solely as a method for liquid 

fuels. 

All processes include the necessary technology to neet existing en

vironmental standards for air and water, Inplementation of any of 

the processes should be a net national benefit frcm the standpoint 

of reduced dependence on foreign sources and econcmic consequences. 

Effect of each process on resource reserves depletion is roughly 

indicated by the prcduct efficiency. This criterion does not tell 

the full story as seme processes produce usable fuel gas. 

The use of two time franes shows clearly that choice of a fuel pro

cess depends strongly on the desired products. The M-Gasoline pro

cess appears both ccmpetitive and relatively free of process risk. 

If industrial boiler fuel is the needed fuel, then H-Coal, EDS and 

SRC are all serious contenders. 
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Appendix A 

Sample Calculation 

The Cost Index, CI, is calculated as follows: 

CI 

Definitions: 

(A+F+L+U) / (324 E f.B.) 

CI = Cost Index 

A = Annual Cost for Capital = (TOTAL CAPITAL)x(RECOVERY FACTOR) 

F = Annual Cost for Coal 

L = Annual Labor Cost 

U = Annual Utility Cost (or credit) 

f. = Product Value Factor for product i 

B. = Amount Produced of product i per stream day 

324=:: (360 days/idealized year)x(0.9 stream factor) 

Calculations: F-T Process Cost in Million $ 

A = 688 X ,1339 capital recovery factor 

F = 25,000tons/day x 15$/ton x324 DAYS/YR. 

L = 350 employee x 10.50$/HR. x 2080 HRS/YR. 

U = 40 MW X 1000 X 324 x 24 x .02$ KWH 

92.1 

121.5 

7.6 

6.2 

i 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Product 

No. 6 Fuel 

No. 2 Fuel 

LPG 

Gasoline 

Oil 

Premium Gasoline 

SUB-TOTAL 

Bi 
BPSD 

2,100 

1,300 

20,300 

19,600 

0 

1978 

.70 

.85 

.69 

.90 

1.00 

227.5 

f.B. 
1 1 

1,470 

1,105 

14,007 

17,640 

0 

34,222 

1978 CI (A+F+L-t-U) /(324 E f.B.) := 20.5 
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Appendix B 

The Capital Recovery Method 

This method uses the capital recovery factor to estimate the 

annual cost of capital. In concept the method assumes a single 

capital investment is made at the beginning of the project oper

ation and repayment is made, with interest, in equal annual 

amounts each year of the project life. 

Algebraically this is defined as follows: 

C = Single capital investment at the beginning 

R = Equal annual repayment amount 

i = Time-discount-rate, or interest rate 

M = The project life in years 

R = C [i(l+i)"] / [(1+i)^ -1] 

M M 
The expression, [i(l+i) ] / [(1+i) -1 ], is known as the 

Capital Recovery Factor for the given values of i and M. 

For this study an interest rate of 12% (i=0.12) and a project 

life of 20 years (M=20) are used. The capital recovery factor 

is then 0.1339. For each dollar invested (C=l) the uniform 

annual cost is $0.1339. 
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Appendix C: DATA and Calculated Values 

Process 

F-T 

M 

H-Syn 

H-FO 

EDS 

SRC-I 

-II 

Coal HHV 
Btu/LB 

12,400 

12,115 

13,241 

13,241 

12,663 

12,400 

12,400 

(L+U) 
million 
$/yr. 

13.8 

7.6 

1.3 

7.3 

28.6 

7.6 

7.6 

I f.B. 
1 1 

'78 

34,222 

51,733 

52,923 

49,705 

57,623 

51,622 

52,496 

'70 

27,040 

50,251 

45,357 

34,817 

42,419 

34,990 

35,258 

Product Properties 

F-T 

M 

Gasoline 
LPG 
No.2 Fuel 
No.6 Fuel 

Gasoline 
LPG 

H-Coal 

EDS 

SRC 

Syncrude 
No.6 Fuel 
NAPHTHA 

LPG 
NAPHTHA 
No.6 Fuel 

LPG 
NAPHTHA 
Fuel Oil 
Solid 

Oil 

HHV 
million 
Btu/BBL 

5.2 
4.1 
6.2 
6.7 

5.2 
3.8 

6.1 
6.7 
5.7 

4.1 
5.2 
6.2 

3.8 
5.8 
6.2 

Density 
LBS/BBL 

265 
190 
284 
311 

265 
189 

339 
382 
291 

191 
284 
367 

-
_ 
-

15,600 Btu/LB 
6.2 mi .11: ion BTU/equivalent BBL 

HHV = Higher heating value 

(L+U) & E f.B. used in Cost Index, See APPENDIX A 
1 1 
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